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Direct hyperspectral dual-comb imaging
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Even though dual-comb-based systems are employed almost
routinely nowadays in an ever-increasing number of applica-
tions, an efficient combination of this effective technique with
an imaging arrangement, which would undoubtedly revolu-
tionize hyperspectral imaging, had not yet been demonstrated.
Here we present, to our knowledge, the first hyperspectral
dual-comb imaging system in which interferograms are
directly detected by a video camera. The system, based on a
dual-comb scheme capable of consistently generating interfer-
ograms at a rate of 1 Hz and below, combines fast hyperspectral
imaging with unprecedented optical resolution and fully
multiplex operation. Various proof-of-principle experiments
demonstrating hyperspectral imaging of molecular resonances
have proved that the direct hyperspectral dual-comb imaging
method presented here is capable of characterizing a scene
with super-fine resolution in a narrow optical span within
1 s. © 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA

Open Access Publishing Agreement
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After the dramatic upsurge in interest in hyperspectral imaging
sparked by many impressive experimental demonstrations [1–5],
the aim of a dual-comb spectroimager has been pursued by sev-
eral research groups in recent years. An efficient combination of
dual-frequency comb spectroscopy [6,7] with an imaging system
would revolutionize the performance of current hyperspectral
imagers, giving rise to a completely new range of possibilities and
applications. Until now, dual-comb-based hyperspectral imaging
has been restricted to a mechanical raster scanning arrangement
employing a single high-speed photodetector. In such implemen-
tations, acquisition speeds are strongly constrained by waiting
times between single spectral characterizations. Nonetheless, and
besides, important fundamental limitations (mainly associated
with the acquisition times of the hypercube), extraordinary results
have been presented [2,5]. More recently, and in an attempt to
avoid the use of mechanical moving components, a single-pixel
detector combined with Hadamard structured illumination
(generated by a liquid-crystal-on-silicon spatial light modula-
tor) has enabled the first scan-less dual-comb imaging scheme
[8]. However, the increase in acquisition speed provided by the
method has so far been limited. In this paper, we report, to the
best of our knowledge, the first direct hyperspectral dual-comb
imaging (DHDCI) architecture in which interferograms are
directly acquired by a camera. The method uses a near-infrared

free-running dual electro-optic frequency comb system generating
interferograms at rates of 0.5–1 Hz that can be detected by a regular
InGaAs camera. In the first experimental demonstration, and
in clear contrast with previous results, we prove that an accurate
dual-comb spectral and spatial characterization of a sample can
be performed by all the pixels of a camera simultaneously within a
single second enabling dynamic video-rate hyperspectral analysis.

Electro-optic comb generators [9–16] have proved important
advantages over conventional mode-locked laser-based architec-
tures, as are tailored spectral coverage and optical resolution [17],
frequency agility [11], exquisite simplicity, and high acquisition
rates [18]. The method presented exploits, above all, the inher-
ently high mutual coherence between combs that enables mHz
intermode beat note linewidths [19,20] and virtually unmatched
spectral compression ratios. Indeed, in the experiments presented
in this Letter, spectral compression ratios in excess of 1010 have
been employed to squeeze the multiheterodyne RF beat note
spectrum within 10 Hz. In consequence, very low frequency inter-
ferograms can be generated, enabling multiheterodyne detection
by a camera operating at regular video rates.

The design of the dual-comb system employed, as sketched
in Fig. 1(a), is based on an all-fiber electro-optic architecture: a
monochromatic optical seed is injected into two separate acousto-
optic modulators that are followed by two electro-optic phase
modulators. In this manner, the optical input can be wavelength-
shifted by two marginally different frequencies to originate slightly
detuned signals from which the two combs can be generated by
nonlinear phase (or intensity) modulation. After recombination,
the dual-comb signal is used to illuminate the scene, and the cam-
era sensor captures the diffusely reflected light. The individual
pixel-by-pixel Fourier transformation of the temporal evolution of
intensity detected by each spatial element yields the final spectral
hypercube. Figure 1(b) depicts an actual DHDCI interferogram
(digitized in this case at high frequency) of a nine-teeth comb and
its Fourier transformation for an offset frequency between combs
of 6 Hz and a difference in repetition rates of 1 Hz.

Our DHDCI system has been implemented using a wave-
length selected 1531.5 nm diode laser module (QPhotonics) that
is driven at 80 mA and 26◦C by a low noise current and thermal
control unit. The laser emits 14 mW of optical power at a central
wavelength of 1531.68 nm (6528.77 cm−1). The signal from the
laser is split in two by a filter coupler and taken to the two 40 MHz
acousto-optic modulators (Gooch and Housego) operating as
frequency shifters. Whereas one of the modulators is driven at
40 MHz, the second is operated at 40 MHz + 6 Hz. The two
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driving signals are generated by a phase coherent multichannel
synthesizer (Holzworth Instrumentation). Ultra-low-Vπ (3 V at
1 GHz), 10 GHz lithium niobate phase modulators with exter-
nal RF termination (EOSPACE) were used to generate the two
optical frequency combs. In the experimental demonstrations
presented in this Letter, the phase modulators were first driven
at frep11 = 10 GHz and frep12 = frep11 + 1 Hz for an optical
resolution of 10 GHz and a difference in repetition frequencies
1frep1 = 1 Hz. This configuration is employed to target the
spectral feature with a small number of teeth to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement. On a second experi-
mental configuration, aiming at demonstrating ultra-fine optical
resolution, the repetition frequencies of the combs were decreased
to frep21 = 1 GHz and frep22 = frep21 + 0.5 Hz. A 20 GHz two-
channel low-phase-noise synthesizer (AnaPico), synchronized to
the rest of the signal generators in the system, provides these two
additional signals. The RF power inputted to the modulators is
adjusted as required to generate combs with different numbers
of teeth. A second 50/50 splitter recombines the two combs; the
output fiber is finally connected to a terminated fiber adapter to
illuminate the scene with a remaining average power of roughly
200 µW (due to the insertion losses of modulators and couplers).
Only polarization maintaining components, fibers, and FC/APC
connectors were employed.

An InGaAs camera (C12741-03, Hamamatsu), with a spa-
tial resolution of 640 × 512 pixels, is employed to capture the
diffusely reflected light intensity at a frequency of 24 frames/s
(synchronized with the rest of the signal generators in the system).
Images are saved as independent TIFF files. A Matlab script was
written to open the complete set of images and, for each pixel: (1)
extract the time-changing intensity (interferogram), (2) perform
the Fourier transformation, (3) select the frequencies of interest,
and (4) save all the data and present the results.

Fig. 1. Fundamentals of direct hyperspectral dual-comb imaging.
(a) Block diagram of the electro-optic dual-comb imaging system.
(b) Interference between the closely matched combs generates extraordi-
narily slow interferograms that can be detected by a regular camera. After
the Fourier transformation of this signal the optical teeth intensities are
retrieved.

To validate the performance of the DHDCI scheme, a proof-
of-principle experiment demonstrating hyperspectral imaging
of molecular resonances has been performed. Specifically, and as
represented in Fig. 2(a), the combination band ν1 + ν3 and the
overtone 2ν3 of ammonia at 6529 cm−1 is targeted by a tailored
five-teeth dual-comb illumination signal (with frep11 = 10 GHz
and 1frep1 = 1 Hz). The sample [Fig. 2(b)] is placed within the
measurement area, of 100 mm × 120 mm (for a spatial resolu-
tion of 200 µm × 200 µm), situated 60 cm away from the fiber
adapter and the camera. 50 mL of a 4% solution of ammonia in
water are poured into a PET bottle 10 s before targeting gas-phase
ammonia in the head space above the liquid reservoir (most of
the light collected by the camera sensor has been diffusely back
reflected from the laboratory wall behind the camera).

Some of the first results of the tests are shown in Fig. 2(c), in
which the intensity ratio between the comb teeth at 6528.77 cm−1,
T0 in Fig. 2(a), and at 6528.44 cm−1 (T−1) is plotted [a ratio
permits a straightforward compensation of the nonuniform
illumination of the scene, as a reference the average intensity
for a horizontal line is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c)]. Whereas
the T0 tooth was precisely tuned to the central frequency of
the main absorption feature, the latter (T−1, 10 GHz away) is
barely absorbed by the wing of the molecular transition (the teeth
frequencies were precalibrated using a low-pressure ammonia gas
cell). Remarkably, in this experiment, all the spectral elements are
simultaneously retrieved for the 327,680 pixels of the camera sen-
sor from a single unaveraged and unapodized interferogram in1 s
(the interferogram, with a rate of 1 Hz, was acquired at 24 frames/s;
spectral information was obtained by the Fourier transformation
of the 24 samples, and no post-processing was employed). The
spectral transmittance calculated for the targeted transition [after
normalizing the ratio of Fig. 2(c) by the difference in intensity
in the selected comb lines in the illumination signal] is shown in

Fig. 2. Experimental demonstration of direct hyperspectral dual-
comb imaging of ammonia. (a) Targeted ammonia transition (HITRAN
simulation) with a superimposed frequency comb that represents the
configuration employed in the experiments. (b) Photograph of the scene
during dual-comb illumination (c) Ratio of the intensities retrieved for
the comb teeth at T0 and at T−1. The inset shows the average intensity
level at a particular horizontal line of the scene. (d) Map of ammonia
transmittance extracted from a single interferogram (327,680 individual
spatial elements are interrogated in 1 s); the inset shows an example of the
spectral response detected by the system for a particular pixel (together
with a HITRAN simulation) with respect to the offset frequency from
6528.77 cm−1.
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Fig. 2(d). The inset in Fig. 2(d) displays the spectral measurement
provided by the system (blue dots) in a particular pixel together
with a HITRAN fit (black line). The results demonstrate for the
first time direct ultra-fine dual-comb imaging performed by a
regular camera. Besides this, the 1-s time scale enables a completely
new level of performance in comparison with previous approaches
allowing for dynamic hyperspectral imaging (see Visualization
1, raw interferogram, and Visualization 2, the resulting spectral
transmittance calculated with 3 by 3 pixel averaging).

Several averaging procedures, spatial and/or temporal, can
certainly be applied to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the
spectral hypercube. Figure 3(a) shows a comparison between a raw
calculation of transmittance and the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 pixel averag-
ing images (unweighted averages). As before, a single interferogram
was processed to obtain the bidimensional map of transmittance.
This direct comparison demonstrates that a 9 by 9 pixel averaging
is sufficient to provide an utterly clear picture of the absorption
of the targeted molecular resonance for a final resolution of 4000
pixels (it is worthwhile noting that the hypercube was retrieved
from 24 frames acquired in 1 s). In this particular example, the only
noisy spots at the top of the image coincide with areas in which the
illumination intensity was very limited.

Similarly, on a static sample, time-averaging can be employed
to increase the spectroscopic signal-to-noise ratio. For this experi-
ment, gas ammonia in the head space of the bottle is targeted 60 s
after pouring the solution of liquid NH3 and sealing the bottle. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), the absorbance-depth profile is calculated for
a horizontal line of the sample (highlighted in blue in the photo)

Fig. 3. Averaging procedures for enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.
(a) Map of spectral transmittance directly calculated from a hypercube
retrieved from a single interferogram. The raw (upper) results and the
5 by 5 (middle) and 9 by 9 (bottom) pixels averaging maps are compared.
(b) Ammonia transmittance retrieved for a single horizontal line of the
scene, highlighted by the blue line in the picture, is calculated for an
increasing number of interferograms. The noise level is shown in the inset
located at the bottom part of the figure.

for an increasing number of interferograms. The evolution of
the standard deviation of the baseline is shown in the inset at the
bottom of the figure. Even though time averaging enhances the
performance following a quasi-ideal trend, in this experimental
demonstration the maximum integration time of the system is
limited to roughly 6 s by interferometric phase noise within the
dual-comb arrangement (that has not been stabilized neither in
phase nor in temperature). This effect limits the noise level to
4.5 × 10−3 (calculated as the standard deviation of the baseline,
pixels from position 350 to 600) for a 1σ limit of detection of
about 150 ppm × m. To this respect, simple phase stabiliza-
tion/compensation mechanisms [19–22] can be employed to
straightforwardly expand the coherence time of the dual-comb
source.

In a final demonstration, fast ultra-high-resolution hyperspec-
tral imaging has been demonstrated by accurately characterizing
the absorption line shape under test using a dual-comb con-
figuration with 13 teeth and 1 GHz (repetition frequencies of
frep21 = 1 GHz and 1frep2 = 0.5 Hz) optical spacing (resolu-
tion). The interferogram period was expanded to 2 s to account for
the larger number of teeth, whereas the frame rate of the camera
was maintained at 24 frames/s. The spectral response of the target,
characterized at four particular spatial locations, is shown in Fig. 4
for a single interferogram acquisition and 5 by 5 pixel averaging. As
shown in the two upper spectra, areas without a selective absorber
yield a flat transmittance profile regardless of the illumination
intensity. However, an accurate line shape characterization of the
lower frequency half of the molecular transition is retrieved from
the points of the scene in which ammonia is present. The accuracy
of the results is confirmed by the simulation using the HITRAN
database, superimposed in black, providing R2 values of 0.96 and
0.95, respectively, with root mean square errors of roughly 3%.
Concentrations of 26380 and 16600 ppm × m are retrieved
from the fitting. During this spectro-imaging characterization,
performed in 2 s, an optical span of 12 GHz is analyzed by the
327,680 pixels of camera simultaneously for a total number of 4.25
million spectral elements acquired.

In conclusion, electro-optic dual-comb generators provide a
flawless combination of resolution, accuracy and flexibility that
enables the generation of tailored combs capable of providing the
basis for from a narrow ultra-accurate high-resolution spectral
characterization to an octave spanning comb coverage for the
electronic synthesis of light [11,13,23,24]. The method presented
in this Letter now offers the possibility of taking full advantage
of these features for the implementation of a direct hyperspectral
imaging set-up. To this respect, we have proved that a properly
designed dual-comb optical source can transform a regular video
camera into an ultrahigh resolution hyperspectral dual-comb
imager to provide a combination of both spectral and spatial
information. This technique provides a fully multiplex approach
in which the low-frequency interferograms are detected by all
the pixels of the camera synchronously to provide simultaneous
spectral and spatial characterization. Noticeably, the utterly simple
dual-comb arrangement employed, operating in free running
and without any stabilization or compensation mechanisms (very
well suited for field deployment), has enabled complete spectro-
imaging characterizations for 327,680 pixels simultaneously in
a single second, more than three orders of magnitude faster than
previous approaches. Several dynamic and static proof-of-principle
experiments have demonstrated the potential of our method for
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Fig. 4. Ultrahigh resolution direct hyperspectral dual-comb imag-
ing. The abscissa axis represents the frequency detuning from the
6528.77 cm−1 comb tooth.

the rapid acquisition of targeted hyperspectral dual-comb images
for a moderate spectral span. However, the number of detectable
teeth is only restricted by the required spectral resolution after
Fourier transformation and the camera frame rate and will easily
reach up to thousands of lines in the very near future thanks to
the growing availability of high-speed cameras [25]. These new
systems will not only be able to cover wide spectral spans, but also
to operate with high signal-to noise ratios at acquisition rates that
could exceed 100 hypercubes per second. These numbers can
nonetheless be strikingly scaled up if subwindow mode (smaller
frame size) is employed in the acquisition, and certainly with future
advances in technology. Beyond intensity spectral characterization,
DHDCI also enables phase imaging with a dispersive dual-comb
interferometric scheme, which could transform not only chemical
mapping or label-free biomedical sensing, but also high-accuracy
3D mapping. Besides this, a near-infrared electro-optic comb can
be straightforwardly shifted to mid-IR frequencies [26,27], to
markedly enhance the sensitivity of the system, and to the THz
range [28] (where off-the-shelf cameras of up to 0.1 megapixels
are already available), to provide a much wider relative span and
the strong possibility to revolutionize nondestructive testing
and product inspection in food, agricultural and pharmaceutical
industries.
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